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                    Our benefits
                        	
                                

                                Money back guarantee
                                Money back guarantee
                                    All spare parts that you have bought from us have month warranty. We offer a 30-day return for refund, 45-day exchange policy on all web orders. 


                            
	
                                

                                Different Payment Methods
                                Different Payment Methods
                                    We offer our customers a convenient means of payment ordered parts.
You can choose the following payment methods: VISA,PayPal, Western Union, Contact, Yandex Money, Private 24, Cash.


                            
	
                                

                                Worldwide shipping
                                Worldwide shipping
                                    We offer our customers a convenient means of shipping ordered parts.
You can choose the following shipping methods: UkrPost, NewPost, UPS, EMS.
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GAZ-24 for sale
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Restoration GAZ 21G Volga
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Restoration of copper radiators
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VAZ 2101 for sale.




                

            

        

    





 AVTOCLASSIKA - THIS CLASSIC CARS AND SPARE PARTS FOR SOVIET CLASSIC CARS.

			The «Autoclassic» — company is a professional team with great practical experience and deep theory in the field of classical automobiles restoration. Production and restoration of spare parts for the automobiles of the past are the main lines of business in our company.

A large assortment
We know that the process of restoration is impossible without high quality components. Therefore we’re glad to offer you a wide choice of high quality spare parts for: Gaz-12 «Zim» | Gaz-13 «Chayka» | Gaz-21 «Volga» | Gaz-20 «Pobeda» | Moskvitch-401 | Moskvich-403 | Gaz-69 | Willys | Zaz-965.

Owing to our internet resource expenditure of your time and efforts for the process of restoration will be minimized. All you need is to visit our web-site WWW.AVTOCLASSIKA.COM, choose an interesting option, cover the expenses and specify the delivery address.

We deliver your order to any place around the world. Therewith in our site you may advertise in buying or selling your oldtimer. We are open 24 hours and unbounded geographically! Turn your car restoration into pleasure!

	Buying  auto parts for classic cars in proper quality is becoming an increasingly difficult task. In order not to be disappointed in the purchase, it is recommended to cooperate only with trusted online stores. Avtoclassika.com company offers only better spare parts for classic cars and motorcycles of the USSR, thanks to which it has proven itself both in Ukraine and abroad. All spare parts have a 1 month warranty.

The online store of original spare parts for retro cars offers a huge assortment of goods at the most affordable prices. Here you can find auto parts for such models as:
	GAZ-21 Volga, Gas 24, Pobeda M20, Zim GAZ-12, Chaika GAZ-13, Chaika Gaz-14, Gas-69, Gas-67, Gas-M1;
	Moskvich 400, 401, 407, 408;
	ZAZ 965, 968;
	VAZ;
	Willis MB;
	ZIL 101, 110, 115;
	Soviet trucks.

Moreover, here you can also find spare parts for rare motorcycles. Their condition can be : used, remake, original, restored.
Our webstore provides a convenient search system. Spare parts can be found by parts number or name. In case this is not available, company managers who are well versed in the assortment and can find products even from photographs will help.
Also, on the site of the company Avtoclassika.com, you also have the opportunity to find the ads for sale of antique cars.


Flexible payment terms and loyal pricing policy
Loyal prices for spare parts for vintage cars and motorcycles, as well as convenient payment options will make the purchase comfortable and profitable. We offer our customers convenient ways to pay for spare part for classic car ordered on the site. Depending on your desire, you can choose the following payment methods: VISA or MasterCard, PayPal, Western Union, Privat 24, or upon receipt of an order (to a courier or at a branch of a delivery company).

Delivery to anywhere in the world.
Sale of auto moto retro parts for USSR  vintage cars is carried out both in Ukraine and anywhere in the world. Delivery of goods as soon as possible is provided by the transport companies Novaya Pochta, UkrPost, EMS, UPS.
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Services
	Car restoration
	Chrome plating
	Wood veneer
	Dial's restoration
	Receiver restoration
	Engine major repairs
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